Valedictorian Speech – Salve Regina College Class of 1968
More than yesterday; less than tomorrow
“Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow. That is what lies ahead for all of us, but
especially at the approach of our commencement is that realization upon the Class
of 1968. In what spirit do we say this word “tomorrow?” Is it the “tomorrow and
tomorrow and tomorrow” of Macbeth that “creeps in this petty pace from day to
day” – so many tomorrows, signifying nothing; or is it with a spirit of excitement
that we face our tomorrows?
Each tomorrow should be something exciting; each should mean another
opportunity to fulfill the desire to make our lives significant. Most of our tomorrows
will, of course, consist of little things – things that no one else ever knows about, but
these can be exciting, too. An exciting tomorrow could be the day when any one of
us realizes that she has reached true communication with another person, or the
day one of us takes a firm stand on some issue she has struggled with – both very
private things; or the day one of us receives a masters or a doctorate degree or gives
birth to a first child. What is important is that whatever we do, as mother, teacher,
student, wife, or Christian person, we must do well, to the best of our ability. It is
that commitment that will make our every tomorrow worthwhile.
There is a French saying in regard to love – “Plus que hier, moins de demain,” more
than yesterday, less than tomorrow, that can be applied to all aspects of life and
expresses well the optimistic attitude toward tomorrow we should all strive for.
Every tomorrow should be better and should make us better people. Helen Keller
once said, “Life is an exciting business when it is lived for others.”
As we leave Salve Regina College, we are ready for that type of life. As educated
American women, our lives will be exciting. We will soon walk from Ochre Court
Terrace prepared for many varied careers, and as Christians, we have committed
ourselves to the helping of others. Our education has thus given us a foundation for
tomorrow, but it is now our responsibility to act; life consists of one
accomplishment after another, one deed after another; and optimism is facing each
tomorrow with the desire to do something and hope for success in doing it. Robert
Frost proposed that "the reason why worry kills more people than work is that
more people worry than work." So let us begin a trend – let us be too busy, too
involved in living, to worry.
Let us resolve to live every tomorrow to its fullest and with all the hope and
courage, we, as American women, possess – to live for ourselves and others, not only
to make our individual lives significant, but also to make the whole of the class of
1968 significant; so that we, the class of 1968, will always be "more than yesterday,
less than tomorrow."
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